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I. The Magician
Madison Genest ’20

Nature’s love is tender, an intimate magic.
A forest contains many types of wonders. An ever-expanse of green,
where beloved oddities are minuscule. Not once did I unearth an artifact
worth museums. Nor did I want to discover Glendower, asleep for an
eternity.
I simply yearned for nature’s love.
I was always enchanted by how safe the forest felt. A place separate
from the world, where time felt irrelevant. A place to stay, pretending to
be a grain of mulch until feeling content enough to retreat. The wonder
breached onto trembling comfort. Vulnerable magic.
There’s something otherworldly about the forest. The way the leaves
flip before a thunderstorm. The way it vibrates during summer.
The way the forest doesn’t want to hurt anyone.
Every dew drop shines in the morning sun, every raindrop stuck to the
ground reflects in the evening moon. How protected it feels beneath a
canopy of trees. It’s all magic. It’s a love that surpasses all language barriers. The trees share a heartbeat. The ground pulsates with it. The moss
banks shudder with each intake of breath. The magic exists in the most
fundamental way--the instantaneous bloom of life, an epiphany which
lasts endlessly. No one has to savor the bite of summer because of the
everlasting promise that it will come back.
Cyclicality--the forest that weeps in the winter and sings in the summer.
The magic drowses, it hibernates, but never disappears. I wanted it to
follow me wherever I went, trailing behind me. I wanted to store it in my
pocket to hear birds sing.
I wanted to watch squirrels dart to and fro, feed sanguine cardinals and
let caterpillars crawl on the soles of my shoes. Everything memorable, the
rustling of leaves and the patterns of sunlight on the ground.
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I wanted it, but I left it behind.
When I moved to Falmouth, I spent the first begrudging night with
tears pooling in my eyes. The front of my brain throbbed--a mantra that
repeated it’s over it’s over it’s over. I was in a place that sang in a completely new pitch. A pitch that, from my vivid first day of school, I was dreading I couldn’t match. The only comfort that kept me tethered to reality at
all was to plant myself in the promise that the forest back home regenerates itself. Even if I wasn’t there to see all the autumnal leaves disappear
into the bones of winter, summer would come back. Even when I wasn’t
looking.
I was convinced the magic cannot travel, after all. That it is rooted in
place like a ten-foot willow tree. A magic that sheds its leaves, and what a
shame it was that I would never experience it again.
What was even more of a shame was my oblivion toward the other
types of magic that make up this world.
What felt like abandonment was truly a discovery. Everything--from
electrons and protons to light and dark--requires a counterbalance. And
while I considered strawberry ice cream my counterbalance, I didn’t quite
realize the ocean is the forest’s grounding weight.
Miles of ocean and miles of forest appear different, but all in all they
are of the same magic. The ocean’s magic, however, contains a different
multitude of oddities. There are no leaves that rustle in warning, yet the
tide ebbs and flows. No cardinals call to their families, yet seagulls wail
into the day.
Centuries worth of beach. Water tossing pieces of sea glass at my feet.
I can dig around in the sand for hours, the ends of my fingertips numb
because of the temperature drop. Like a complex nervous system, a
million segments of sand create the ground I walk upon. An old bottle
cap that once belonged to a sailor. A piece of smooth pottery. Fabric of
genuine history, weaving them together in hopes of seeing memories that
don’t belong to me. Memorabilia of the past.
How fascinating, a sublime resource giving gift after gift. The ocean
brings shards of dull glass from its depths, grinding them smooth. Like
the forest, the ocean does not want to hurt me or anyone. It flattens its
fingers over sharp glass until it cannot do anything except become a collectable.
An oddity. Magic has kissed my palms.
Although the ocean has a heartbeat, it shudders at a different pace. Its
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beats are much quicker. Jogging to keep up with the moon’s song, it sighs
and dances. The magic does not drowse, nor will it ever sleep--it’s so
achingly awake. The waves are hypnotizing and to venture into the water
means sacrificing gravity. All at once, weight sneaks out from ankles (ultimate freedom).
Walking hand-in-hand with the cosmos, intercepting whelk conversations, I become the refreshing temperature, peace slipping into clarity. The
stars, the moon, all blow into life--life bursts into light. The single thread
attaching me to this world’s entire atmosphere is cut. Off I float, laughing
in tandem with the beat beat beat of the water’s heart. I dive beneath a
wave. It catches and cradles me until riptide danger has passed.
I was afraid I left magic behind until it presented itself to me, trusting
me. I became the sand I ran upon--the ever expanse of blue, the promise
of joy. The soul and magic are companions, conductors of electricity, depending upon each other to shine.
The feeling of being unknown, of being washed out, cannot stand in the
face of the cyclicality of waves. Even when I am not looking, the tide remains crashing upon the shore. Even when no one is looking, shells wash
up on the beach.
I have not been here long, yet magic finds me again. It’s the rocking of
my body when I swim. Knocking me down, grabbing me before I hit my
head. Raising goosebumps as it sings. The ocean means well.
The unassailable magic, sobbing the mantra it’s staring it’s starting it’s
starting.
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Majestic Flight
Anna Cenzalli ’20
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Unlearned
Isabel Edgar ’19

It was when legs became satellites of the brain instead of the body. When
feet became wheels instead of weights. It was when we learned to walk.
When words were empty in our mouths, when legs were foreign. All
we had were thoughts swimming around in a language only we could
understand.
When we learned to walk, we walked away. We cannot travel without
traveling away from something. Away from a sippy cup, a crib, a mother’s arms.
It was when we learned that we can’t unlearn. We cannot go back to our
own foreign language and foreign feet. We cannot go back to complete
reliance, to the arms of a mother. When you stand up, you can’t choose to
sit back down again for good.
When I learned to walk, I started walking away from home.
I traveled far from rubber ducks and songs at bathtime. From stories
read to me every night before bed. I didn’t know that something existed outside the door knob that I could not reach yet. The trees shrank
when I stood up. The stars became closer to my palms. I liked the way
the air would dance in between my fingertips when I propelled my legs
forward. Always forward. When we always go forward sometimes we
forget what’s behind.
I learned I could climb a mountain on my own two feet instead of on the
back of another. I saw layers of hills but I didn’t hear a story that night
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before bed. I started filling a drawer of days that had not seeped into the
eyes of my mother, into the eyes of my father.
When I learned to walk, I learned to dance soon after. And after I learned
to dance I learned to drive. And once I could drive I drove to the airport,
and I flew alone to cities where I could not understand the words. Back to
my own foreign language, without someone to hold up my foreign feet.
When my legs took me farther, mom stopped opening the blinds in my
bedroom each morning. I realized when the Sunday morning light didn’t
yellow my eyelids anymore that maybe I was supposed to. I learned to
walk and I started to make morning too.
When I learned to walk, life’s circumference grew. Perspective shifted
from an upward tilt in another’s arms to a downward tilt towards the
ground. I forgot to study faces because I was so busy looking at my feet,
but I wanted to remember what I noticed when my legs were limp in the
arms of my mother, in the arms of my father. The little things. The way
each wrinkle would appear one at a time by dad’s eyes when he smiled.
Now I just know he has crow’s feet.
It’s important to remember that moments will be missed, will be etched in
decaying stone. A stone that lets us remember scratch marks but never the
whole picture.
I want to remember. I want to to be swaddled with safety in another’s
arms but I know that now I can’t. I will go forward with everything I left
behind in my arms, pressed against my chest. I will look into the eyes of
others even if I stumble and fall because sometimes I forget that feet are
not all that interesting to stare at. I will notice the way each wrinkle appears by dad’s eyes and the way the warmth seeps into mom’s cheeks.
I learned that some things can’t be unlearned. I will never again be able
to completely rely, limp in the arms of another, studying the creases and
folds in their skin. My foreign language swims quietly in my quirks. I can
only go forward now, up a mountain on my own two feet, bringing the
stars closer to my palms, because I learned to walk.
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At Dusk

Olivia dePunte´ ’20
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Raku Disarray
Erin Lavin ’19
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Freshman English
Elizabeth Jackson ’22

style is pointless
i really ought to disable auto capitalization
i’m documenting soul
discarding bits
inserting them into typewriters
ink black as the lingering sorrow
i’m losing words
recognition
scouring my history for the forgotten vocabulary
there it is, in pointed small print
elegy
apoem
of serious reflection
alament
for the dead
tap tap tap
such an enchanting group of letters
doesn’t deserve a dreary
definition
i cheat
for i am looking at a modern transcript
of romeo and juliet
it has moved up the list in importance
and yet
i have an essay due friday
characterization is the needle
symbolism is the thread
i am struggling to thread the needle
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i am struggling to make the quilt
odysseus plays in my forgotten quilt
he gets home safely heavy with his knowledge
there is delightful chatter in my brain
time is almost up
my style is undefined
seven over zero
pointless words on a pointless page
the bell is about to ring
i backtrack every time i start a new line
deleting the capital letters that threaten to take my word’s place
my mind is scattered on the wind
stretched in six directions
one for each tab i keep open
self interest trumped by deadline
the bell has rung
the bell has rung
goodbye.

Octopus Bowl
Abby Turner ’19
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Three-Minute Fiction: NPR
Roxana Lengyel ’19

This piece of fiction was inspired by Brave New World by Aldous Huxley.
The nurse left work at five o’clock--satisfied, worn, after a five-to-five
shift. She strolls under the neon sign burning Greater American Narrative
for Eugenic Research, adjusting her tin nameplate stamped “Samantha ii.”
She is one of six Samanthas on the sixth floor of the GANER, privately
referred to as the GONER, where she nurses sick Citizens of Society. Her
rounds prioritize the vigorous, those who swiftly fight back disease; she
dawdles and wastes time changing out clean sheets or speaking on Current State of Affairs with certain patients in the hopes weaker ones expire
by the time she advances.
The survivors she locks in a Romanesque, gladiator-like arena, a glassy,
sprawling room with sexual encouragements on the walls—moving
pictures of roses budding, candle wax lazily trickling, even a portrait
of The Supreme Tribune to inspire potential mates. The pair follows in
accordance, spawning genetically-manipulated Citizens immune to every
illness and infection imaginable. Samantha usually observes, picking
her nail polish, blasé, yet applauds the two after the deed is done. Nine
months later and the pair is released from the sixth floor, with a Young
Citizen in the arms of the Zygote-Producer.
Samantha has matched eighty-three pairs today. Eighty-three expected
Nurses, Growers, Farmers, Bourgeois, Perfect Citizens. She marches into
the elevator. The operator greets her with a yelp of comrade! and clicks
glowing buttons arranged in the familiar hammer and sickle.
Her success in the Room of Reproduction means she receives twenty
grams added wheat today. She becomes a little excited, yet remembers if
all the World cannot be uniformly happy, she cannot be happy either.
A Comrade Nurse, panicked, meets her at the door. She is a recent Trans-
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fer from Austria, where illegal texts are still rampant and Society lost
under the burdens of Aristotle, Petrarch, and other such Outlaws. This
one holds promise, though; she is offspring of Greater-American Citizens
in Vienna. It is her first day on the job.
Her brow is pale, her skin shedding sweat by the second. Her nameplate states “Lucy.”
“You must come to the Mandelstam Morgue! Several patients are suffering, dying!”
Samantha does not blink. “Why, yes. That is why they are in Mandelstam. They are to die. Attend to the Citizens in the Stalin Suite, please.
Show the Palmers to the Room of Reproduction.”
Her co-proletarian starts. “What? The Stalins are stable, those in Mandelstam need help, need medicine; attention, even!”
Samantha stirs, concerned. “Why do you care?” Did philosophy ruin her?
“Well, what about the Hippocratic Oath?” Lucy wails.
Samantha hiccups, then begins chortling. “I haven’t heard that one in a
while! Good one, Lucy!”
Lucy stiffens, emotion painted in rapid strokes through the lines of her
face. She raises her right hand and whispers, “Now if I carry out this oath,
and break it not, may I gain for ever reputation among all men for my life
and for my art; but if I break it and forswear myself, may the opposite
befall me.”
Samantha realizes Lucy is not joking.
Lucy is quoting works from before the Sunrise of Socialism.
Lucy is a dissenter.
Lucy must die.
Samantha pounces upon a syringe of cyanide and punctures Lucy’s elevated wrist. “A man’s eyes should be torn out if he can only see the past,”
she calmly recites.
Samantha again boards the elevator, leaving Lucy’s eyes to the rats, only
to find involuntary tears in her eyes.
She becomes a little sad, yet remembers if all the World cannot be uniformly unhappy, she cannot be unhappy either.
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Keep the Lights Burning
Malia Jablecki ’21
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Mystery of the Missing
Ciara O’Malley ’21
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Eulogy

Victoria Johnson ’19
The wooden bear you brought back from camp last summer at my special
request
The photos from every mall photobooth we could find hang on my refrigerator
All of the custom-made postcards of K-pop idols you sent, both framed and
unframed, adorn my living room side tables
Each item so a part of my daily life that I barely think about their origin anymore
They are all a part of my normalcy
And so were you
The “life sized” Danny DeVito that I unwrapped while sitting in the car with
you in the Papa Gino’s parking lot, waiting for the pizza so we could go back
to my house and celebrate my birthday
You ordered him on Amazon six months earlier because he was “the perfect
gift” for me
I won’t take him down from his perch above my fridge
Nor will I delete the excessive amount of pictures of us together from my
phone, even though they take up probably half of my precious storage space
My only option is to cherish the CD you gave me, the one you got from the
concert that you later confessed you would’ve liked to have taken me to
I’ll still cherish my memories of you too
I’ll continue to bear your picture taped to the top of my pencil case because
at least I’ll be able to see the old you
I just wish I could tape it over what you’ve become
The on-sale matching pajamas we bought less than a week before you cut
me out still sit folded in my laundry basket, after we wore them for the last
sleepover
We even slept in the same sleeping bag too
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That was the same day you harassed me and then blocked me on all three of
your Instagram accounts, Snapchat, and probably my phone number too
Every day now I look at the assortment of things and I consider them
I feel nothing
Not because they are normal now
But because you’ve stripped me of any joy I could associate with you
I can’t even look at your face anymore, I’ve almost cried in the hallways just
sensing that you’re passing by
I can manage to look at your pictures, but not without a slight nauseous feeling overtaking me
These things I feel nothing when I look at, these are all I have left of you
Once bringing me joy and amusement
Now reminding me of how quickly things change
And how quickly people change
I could go on with the pit in my stomach, the tears in the shower, the
clenched fists under the desk
But what’s the point?
Why should I care if you don’t care about me?
So much left unsaid
I guess you’ll never hear the wooden bear roar
I’ll just sit back and watch the dust pile up
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Sentinel

Daniella Pyne ’19
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Untitled

Caroline Delinks ’19
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Spiraling

Brenna Donahue ’19
My mind is a spiral.
I remember waking up from nightmares, screaming. I remember the
touch of my teacher’s hand, leading me wailing into the school where I did
not want to go. I still feel the pounding in my chest when I had to speak
to a classmate and the hard grip of my arms around my legs when I hid
during what should’ve been a fun birthday party. I remember watching
other kids, seeming to fit together in a perfect puzzle of inside jokes and
loyalty, a joy the thunder in my mind silenced me from attaining. I remember recesses spent in the nurse’s office and middle school days spent
twiddling my thumbs under my desk, my thoughts crying out that I was
an outcast, I was strange, no one would ever love me. I remember the lump
in my throat choking me, the fear in my eyes paralyzing me, the thoughts
in my head strangling me, carrying me away on a twister of torment and
shame.
But most of all, I remember the realization. I remember understanding
that what I had was Generalized Anxiety Disorder and selective mutism,
that I was not a normal, carefree kid. I remember--and still feel--being
sucked into an ever-tightening spiral, leaving me blinded by the rain and
deafened by the thunder, without any chance to breathe.
But even though I remember, I am not--and never will be--defined by the
spiral of my anxiety.
Because I, too, remember the sunshine. I remember drawing until my
hand fell numb, reading until the words started to blur, singing until my
voice grew louder than the storm in my head. I remember the bike rides
on the canal and the summer visits to Maine, where every ray of sunlight
blinded the dark clouds of my mind. I remember my mother enveloping
me in embraces of warmth, my father shielding me from every rainstorm,
my siblings protecting me from every bolt of lightning that threatened to
strike me down.
The spiral never will stop tightening. But I am always waiting and never
giving up on the fight for it to widen. I fly across my dance studio, pirouetting until the winds of my spiral exhaust to the floor. I revel in the luxury
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of staying in with my ceramics teacher at lunch and writing after school
with my English teacher, knowing there’s shelter from the rain. I get lost
in the laughter of Disney movie nights with my sisters, memorizing their
sound for the days when I forget what it feels to see the sunshine. I look
forward to lunch after school with my mother, Mario Kart marathons with
my brother, and lazy summer nights talking about books, memes, and the
never-ending question of life with the best friend I am so blessed will never
leave. I hope and I dream and say I love you, even when I feel myself tightening just the same.
This summer, I read John Green’s Turtles All the Way Down, and thought
that I was reading feelings from my own mind. The main character Aza
described her life as a “widening gyre,” where her anxiety sucked her in
even when she tried to claw her way out. But upon realizing the support
from her family, Aza recognized that her anxiety never had to overpower
her. I inhaled that book, finishing it within two days. Within Aza, I found
the first person who I really understood, the first person who reassured me
that anxiety never had to overpower me, that my spiral could widen more
than tighten and could reach out more than cower.
Because as much as the spiral of my mind tightens, I know that the love
in my life will always untangle me.
This spiral is just beginning to widen.

Flower Blues
Payton Risberg ’20
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3:00 a.m.

Magnolia DiAngelis ’20
It is 3:00 a.m.
Sitting up, legs folded over the side of the bed,
his back straightens,
lengthens,
broad shoulders lined up,
angled backwards, only slightly.
He is at attention,
a soldier,
waiting for commands from some higher power,
from some authority larger than his.
It is 3:27 a.m.
He unfolds, standing on two feet steadily,
walks to the closet,
throws on a shirt, a jacket,
slips into walking shoes,
and steps over the threshold.
He does all of this quite silently-no ripple in the waves of sound that pervade
the ears that may be listening in.
He must do this, just in case.
For fear that there really may be no one listening.
It is 3:46 a.m.
His shoes click together with the pavement,
but this coalescence isn’t so merry,
not this time.
Light radiates from street lamps-warm and constant, but the loneliness ebbs on.
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It is 3:58 a.m.
He passes an old bar,
filled to the brim with young people.
Their gaiety fills the building,
makes it glow,
as if it might be a lighthouse-leading ships into shore.
He feels old, much older than those inside,
their young-love excitement brightening their faces,
though in truth they are one and the same.
It is 4:11 a.m.
He reaches the edge of the lake.
There is a bench nearby,
he knows it.
Though it may be slightly overgrown,
rhododendron and huckleberries intertwined in ivy
creep their way across the still sturdy surface.
There is a melancholy beauty in it.
The wood is not yet rotting,
and he pauses for a moment to acknowledge this
before sitting carefully on the left side,
his side.
The side not yet overgrown with ivy.
It is 4:32 a.m.
Roughly retracing his steps,
he lingers on the thought of her.
She is nowhere to be found.
Although he is not sure he came here to find her.
Either way, he left feeling that if he searched harder,
he might have found her-that he was leaving her behind.
He arrives back at the old motel,
crosses once again over the threshold,
and gently sits on the unmade bed.
His vision stares unwaveringly at the digital clock on the nightstand.
It is 3:00 a.m.
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Untitled
Riley Bird ’20
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Cinder Block
Sophia Adelstein ’19
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A shoal is a shallow nutrient-rich refuge in a body of
water. While the shoal can beach the greatest of ships,
it also can nurture the smallest of the ocean’s creatures.
The Gifford Street Writers is likewise a place where we
find nourishment in the company of our peers. The Shoal
showcases our haven and growth in the life of artists and
writers at Falmouth High School.
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